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Entrepreneurship is a long, stressful journey that many people fail at. Not usually for
lack of effort (although there are some that just quit – it won’t be you though), but for
lack of guidance and support. I have gone down that same path, and in fact am still in
the same path of achieving sustained success. I won’t pretend to have all the answers
or have had the most success yet (I’m still only 27), but I established a successful six-

figure window cleaning company that has been around for 6 years (80% of businesses
fail to get to year 5), started a second business that is my passion (Better Than

Granny’s), while creating a lifestyle and freedom that I have always dreamed of. 

Maybe you’re a well-seasoned entrepreneur just
looking to learn from other successful entrepreneurs

and improve your systems. Maybe you’re a new
entrepreneur still struggling with 60-80 hour weeks

and barely turning a profit or still losing money.
Maybe you still haven’t started a business but have

always been intrigued by the idea of having one.

You’re here because you’re
interested in business, right? 



Most of what I have learned that has helped me has come from books, and it turns out
I’m not the only one. At the beginning of his career, Warren Buffett would read 800

pages a day. Bill Gates would actually take two-week vacations to clear his mind and
focus on reading. Mark Cuban reads up to three hours a day. Elon Musk would read up
to 10 hours a day as a child, and taught himself rocket science and physics by reading.

What do all of these people have in common? They read. A lot.
 

The other thing they have in common is that they apply what they learn. That is easier
said than done. Many times, I have gotten stuck in the trap of reading books purely to
read books. It’s better than not reading at all, but without action you will suffer from

what I call Infobesity – having so much information in your head that you can’t move or
take action because you don’t know where to begin. 

 
I want to help you live intentionally, take action, and crush it with your business. To do

this, I have compiled a list of 5 books that have drastically changed the way that I
planned my businesses and run them on a day-to-day basis. They helped me find focus
and scale my window cleaning business, and increase profitability as well by improving

systems and productivity.
 

"Read 500 pages every day. That's
how knowledge works. It builds

up, like compound interest. All of
you can do it, but I guarantee not

many of you will do it."
 

- Warren Buffett



1 The E-Myth
Revisited

This book was the first book that I read when I realized my
business had no structure and that it wasn’t scalable as it was.

I was doing all the work, stressing out when my employees
didn’t do things right, and customer feedback was starting to
become more negative the more I hired employees. This book

helped me do a lot of things to fix that. The biggest thing it
helped me with was to see my business like I wanted it to be as

a mature company, and start planning for it now. I learned
how to create solid job agreements, training structures, and
streamline the processes so that no matter which employee

was working, the customer was likely to be satisfied. This
change alone has helped us have the highest overall Google

ranking out of all the window cleaning companies in our state.

Purchase Here

https://amzn.to/3cTs19j


Profit First 2
I ran my business for the first few years by
myself. In 2018 I shifted and hired lots of

employees but struggled a lot like I said in the
previous section. We did a lot of revenue that

year, and on the outside it looked good, but personally I was
making very little money. I was spending lots of money on labor
to correct mistakes made by employees, having to dig through

savings accounts to pay for taxes I hadn’t budgeted, and
financially things were a nightmare. To this day, I would rather

close my business than go through another year like 2018. Profit
First helped change everything by creating a financial roadmap
to paying yourself first. It helped me create specific accounts for
taxes, profit, etc., so that I would be guaranteed to make money

from the beginning. By applying this book, I have learned that we
will spend however much money we have in our account. In 2018
I thought the answer was to do more in revenue, but I’ve learned

that I can run an even more successful and efficient business,
have everything I need and more for taxes, and save 10% in net

profit if I apply these principles. You should too.

Purchase Here

https://amzn.to/3ul9kRJ
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I am the type of entrepreneur that likes to sell and sell and
sell, all with my own energy and time. That’s what I naturally
am inclined to do. Because of that, I have never been good at
marketing and creating solid systems to help me continue to

sell even without spending my own time and energy. This
book helped me by giving me step-by-step plans in each

chapter on how to create a solid marketing plan that will help
any business become more efficient and drive in more leads
and sales. I am still working on implementing all of my new

plans, but already the changes I’ve made to the website have
resulted in a dramatic increase of leads coming in.

 

Marketing
Made 

Simple
Purchase Here

https://amzn.to/2R91EDP


The 4-Hour
Workweek 4
As an entrepreneur, I am sure you have

visions of sipping pina coladas on the beach
while enjoying endless amounts of free time

with your family. After all, that’s why you 

wanted to start a business, right? As you have figured out by
now, it’s not easy to get to that point. When starting out, most

entrepreneurs will have to work more than 40 hours each
week just to make the bare minimum. And to make a lot more?
Well, you don’t want to know. The reason many entrepreneurs

flame out is because they become over-worked and under-
rewarded. When I read this book for the first time back in

2018, I was instantly blown away by the concepts. I learned so
much about the ideas of outsourcing and automating, and I
still think about this book often. It definitely has some good
practical tips on how you can outsource your work and take

back more of your own time to do the things you want to.

Purchase Here

https://amzn.to/3fKqlRo
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This is the book I most recently read, so recency bias may play
a role on its inclusion. However, I have also never felt

compelled to take as many notes or follow the action plans as I
have while reading this book. It is mainly written for content
producers specifically (I read it to help improve my podcast,
Freedom to Fail), but beneficial to all entrepreneurs. We all

need to have the right support system and create marketable
content for our products, and this book does a really good job

at helping you find a mentor, create a support group, and
produce a lot of high-quality content that provides value,

while not overwhelming you.

The Common
Path to

Uncommon
Success
Purchase Here

https://amzn.to/3fFNyUJ
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I hope you found this list helpful for deciding what books
you'll read next. Buy them, take copious notes, make
plans, and take massive action. If you have any other

suggestions I may have missed, I'd love to hear about it!

Thank You!

@KYLEBRINGHURST

Want more business tips? Follow me on IG, FB & TikTok
to get weekly lessons from other top entrepreneurs.


